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Hi everyone, I've been looking to buy the WORLD COD on the war for an old zombie map for a pc. I know that there are many ways to use the controller on a pc but I do not really know how ... Like can I somehow use an xbox controller to play... any idea? thank you =) Our editors independently research, test, and
recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commission on purchases made from our preferred link. The best first person shooter for a PC will turn your computer into a battleground. Good modern FPS offers a worldwide movement of natural feelings, attractive
weapons, and challenging enemies that raise difficulties as you progress through games and while you raise your difficulty levels. We've come a long way since 007 days, and today's FPS games should be realistic enough to make it feel as if you're peers through the window and into the world of games as you fight.
Although FPS games share a first-person perspective, each game is very different. Worlds, movements, enemies, hoods, and other specifics will change from game to game. Even in the same FPS, you'll notice a difference when you change the weapon. Multiple players are very important for FPS, and some people
choose this game based on what players in their group are playing. However, if you are looking for the best FPS available, we have you covered. We've reviewed dozens of games, and our choice for the best FPS is Eternal Doom. It's fun, stunts wrapped up, and fast, yet just about anyone can play Doom at a simpler
setting. If you already have Eternal Doom, we've also included our options in other categories, such as best multiplayer FPS, best looters, and best free FPS for PCs. What We Like Fast, visceral action Fun campaigns Above in the best way What We Don't Like Doom is a game that makes FPSa household institutions
and is one of the most famous games in the genre. Doom was requoted by ID software in 2016, and it made a huge comeback. Eternal Doom is a refinement yet of that reboot, and it reveals in all the hard rock and glory of demon murder. In this game, Earth was conquered by demons and mortally challenges. They fear
only one thing, a sailer, also known as Doom Guy. Your job is to punish the demons and win back earth. This isn't the best game if you're looking for a deep story, but if you're looking for bombastic pleasure, you'll find it on Eternal Doom. This is a game that starts quickly and serves you new challenges New challenges
while introducing you to better and better interking for your slave fun. A two-barrel shotgun? Review. Chaingun that turned into a turret? Yap. BFG 9000? of course. Everything about Eternal Doom is fast, accurate, and feels like one of the best examples of what a genuine fun shooter should be. The campaign clocks
around 16 to 18 hours, but can be longer depending on how far you want Sometimes levels feel quite long, but when you get faster and better at the game, levels start to feel right. There is a 2v1 multiplayer mode in which two demons face off against the sailors. It's quite different to most other shooter games, but still a
long way off that definitely worth your time. Eternal Doom-one of the originals in the genre—stands tall as one of the best available today. What We Like a massive array of weapons fun characters that can be played A Lot of humor and laugh What We Don't Like Cartooni sees that some can't be enjoyed If you originally
saw the style of Borderlands 3 art and crazy action and think this game isn't for you, then maybe it's worth another look. Under the cartoon style of the game is a tight and action-focused game with the perfect amount of humor and character. You are a group of four playable vault hunters travelling through Pandora and
several other locations to beat the Calypso twins. Along the way, you meet allies and characters that will send you on a side mission to gather better and improve stuff. The campaign needs to take 30 hours added to complete, but never feels like a drag or a blroom at all. The real draw to Borderlands 3 is a coup. The
Borderlands series is always delivered with an amazing array of weapons, and the third entry takes everything up a notch. Although weapons are procedurally produced, they all manage to have individual flavors and details that will prevent you from sticking to just one pistol. You will want to change the weapon after the
gun just to give it a try. The characters in the game are fun, and you'll find yourself chuckling more than you'll with just about any other game. Add in a lot of exploration, vehicle, and super fun co-op, and you have one of the best FPS games. What We Like Tons range in games A lot of development continues and
supports Top notch multiplayer What We Don't Like Can Feel like the sometimes Destiny 2 originally released in 2017, so the fact that it still receives major expansion (and still discussed) is evidence to the game and the fully realised universe in Destiny 2, you are fully reassured You live to cope and defeat the power of
darkness. While that may sound generic at first, once you dive into the narrative, you'll see why this is chosen as the top choice. With a deep weaving story that spans a lot of expansion, you're given a story mission after a story mission. There is so much content available, Bungie is able to clear up of their content in the
latest expansion, and there are still a huge number of stories and tasks. If you want, you can skip all the narratives almost entirely, and focus on running through the game quickly to get to the content of the final game. Destiny 2 offers something for everyone—you can focus on PvE content with strikes and raids in a
cooperative environment, you can jump to PvP with some of the best in multiplayer classes that are always tight and rewarding skills, rewards, you can have both with the novel Gambit mode, featuring PvE and PvP in the same mode. Then, there are exotic-stage weapons that players love to catch up with. Sure, chasing
the weapon can feel like a major grader, but salaries almost always feel worth it. We enjoyed Destiny 2 more than we expected. Stunning graphics, voice acting is well done and the plot is well written. With various modes of gameplay, there is always something to do, and you can do most of it with friends. —Kelsey
Simon, a product tester What We Like Quickly, matches a large number of active players What We Don't Like Difficult for new players to jump in the Rainbow Six Siege originally released in 2015, and have gradually improved thanks to strong developer support and active communities. In competitive games, developer



support is huge, and Ubisoft has done an incredible job of keeping their game afloat. PvP is the main event in this game, and what makes it our choice for the best competitive FPS. Each round is a 5v5 battle between the selected team of operators, where there are over 55 different operators each with their own skill sets
and unique abilities to help match your playstyle. One team is an attacker who tries to breach and kill defenders. Rounds began with a preparatory period in which defenders ran put obstacles and got into position, while the attacking team appeared to get some intel using a remote-run drone. Once the setup phase is
complete, the action phase begins. Fighting is a method and tactical, rewarding progress and wise teamwork, rather than walking and cannoning. Attempts to blast through buildings are a quick way to finally check the rest of the match, as players often deliver enemy positions and establish in strong defensive positions.
Luckily, each operator has a fun tool at their disposal, and playing and finding your favorites is half of the fun. Rainbow Six Siege can be quite difficult for newcomers, since there is a huge learning curve, but sticking with it is very rewarding. There isn't too much compared to saving your team when you're the last one
standing. What We Like a fine competition of brilliant power mixed with the pleasure of gunplay to play What We Don't Like Riot Games knows how to make a free game with a satisfactory competitive hook, and Valorant is no exception. Valorant feels like all the best parts of the CS:GO and Overwatch combinations
wrapped up in 5v5 packages perfect. You can choose from 13 characters, each with their own special powers and ultimate abilities. After the selection, you'll face in the striker versus a defender-type situation where a team is looking to plant a bomb and the other wants to weaken it (or whether a team can only eliminate
other teams). The first team to win 13 rounds won the match. Every round is fast, and this game definitely gets your heart pumping. You only have one life and death Fast, so getting a jump on a rival player is important, like your twitch skill to make sure you get the important headshot. The whole game feels like a very
balanced and cured affair, rather than a situation where a large number of items are thrown to the players. You are rewarded for learning about a small amount of characters and how to handle 18 weapons. With only five maps available, this is a game that forces players to focus on learning ins and outs and playing for
their strengths. Playing well made games for free is just icing on the cake. What We Like Best in class controls a lot of variety and modes of Good Story What We Don't Like To Feel a little excessive at times Call Of Duty Series almost always holds the crown in the multiplayer section. The series has proven itself
successful over and over again, competing in new arenas such as the royale battle with Warzone, and providing fun and authentic modes such as Zombies-series never seems disappointing. Duty Black Ops Call: The Cold War brought the series into the 80s and focused on wars that were not really known for big battles,
but were instead known for its espionage and subterfuge. The campaign provides players with excellent behind-the-scenes views on some Cold War stunts. It also provides many high-octane set moments, making the story more balanced and attractive. The reason the Cold War is on this list is because it gives another
reason to jump into the Call of Duty multiplayer. There is an ever-fun cooperative zombie mode, which has players facing against rounds after round zombies, with fun weapons and plenty of challenges. Then you have competitive PvP mode—main course. There is mode here for everyone, from four-man team mode with
10 teams and 40 players for a large map of 12v12 mode for classic death. COD: Black Ops Cold War promises to provide that FPS death grip on your guard, and it's a fun ride around. What We Like Six games for the price of a great one-story Epic multiplayer What We Don't Like If you're looking for the most bang for
your money, you can't pass the amazing value provided by Hello: Master Head of Collection. You get six games to around the same price as a new release, including lots of retyped content. The first stop is Hello: Combating the expanded anniversary edition- a game that started it all as an Xbox launch title and
introduced us to one of the most iconic game characters in a generation: Head Master. With enhanced graphics and multiple classic players, there are plenty of reasons for this gem, but keep in mind that not all are perfectly aged. Halo 2 introduces arbitrators, giving the story more dimension because players can see a
little work subordinate to the Agreement. Halo 3, issued in 2007, continues the epic story and tradition of the game's amazing and numbered players. Halo 3: ODST provides players with another original form in the universe, as you control the controls Drop Asoper Surprise. A great inclusion, the fact that the game doesn't
focus on the Head of The Master makes the world more attractive, and the war with the Deal feels more like a real war. Hello: Reach is a prequel to the original Hello. It has a noble team, the Spartans Squad for which you are a newly assigned recruit. The game is another fresh take on the series, with interesting
characters and interesting stories. Finally, there's Halo 4 (released in 2012), which rounded up the offering with the return of Head Master's victory. It features new enemies and awesome multiplayer. Overall, there is too much on offer to cover some paragraphs, which shows why Hello: Master Head Collection is the best
option for value. Eternal Doom is a genuine shooter with a fun 2v1 multiplayer mode, making it our pick for the best FPS overall. If you are looking for a looser one, you will probably enjoy Borderlands 3. Erika Rawes has been writing professionally for more than a decade, and she spent the last five years writing about
consumer technology. Erika has studied about 125 tools, including computers, percians, games, A/V equipment, mobile devices, and smart home appliances. Control- There's nothing more disappointing than playing FPS and not having good control where you shoot. Control is everything, and you want your skills to
shine. An interesting world– Do you want an Sci-Fi shooter, or something more realistic? Find a world you can invest in, because shooters can be sinking time, so you want to feel like all those conquests are for a reason. Developer Support – First-person shooter unlike adventure games where you can play through once
and move on, you want to play repeatedly and you want developers who have plans to introduce new interesting content. A good test is to see how often new content drops. Thanks for telling us! Tell us why! Why!
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